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GCHERA should be proud of its achievements since
its founding; in particular, the efforts to share knowledge and support people’s learning. That’s not what
most people among the six billion people in the world
experience. And that number is still growing. According to recent projections, the seven-billion mark will
come slightly more slowly, but it will be here by 2014.
And our people will be poorer. Most will be in the
low-income or low- to middle-income group. This
creates huge and growing income gaps. One-sixth of
the world’s people produce 78 percent of its goods and
services and receive 78 percent of the world’s income,
an average of $70 per day. Three-fifths of the world’s
people in the poorest 61 nations live on less than two
dollars a day, which is six percent of the world’s
income. An unimaginable one billion plus live on less
than one dollar a day.

The Challenges
Further, we have problems in social living standards.
More children in low-income countries are dying
before age five. Only three out of four children who
begin primary school are still attending four years
later. Even if they enroll, they are not staying long.
Adult illiteracy is unacceptably high, particularly
among youth—fifteen- to twenty-four-year-olds—and
even higher for women. Even more disturbing, the
target date for 100 percent participation, set at the
Education for All Conference in Dakar in 2000 is
2015, and yet 75 million children still will not be
attending school then. Two-thirds of those not in
school will live in sub-Saharan Africa.
Another factor contributing to the growing gap in
living standards is the HIV-AIDS pandemic. More
than 22 million have died—18 million in Africa—and
now HIV-AIDS is spreading through Asia. Thirty-five
million men, women, and children are living with
HIV-AIDS; 95 percent of them are in developing
countries.
Can we work together to reduce the numbers in
extreme poverty? In my opinion, this is the fundamen-

tal challenge of the 21st century. How can we lift
people out of extreme circumstances which are
actually worsening? Did we make any progress in
poverty over the past ten years? The target was to
halve poverty rates by 2015. In fact, overall poverty
rates have been relatively stable. The rate today is
roughly the same as it was in 1987. The regional
picture is varied, and we do have some success stories,
particularly in Asia, East Asia, and the Pacific. South
Asia, home to the largest number of the world’s poor,
decreased four points to 40 percent. In almost all other
regions, poverty increased.

Education and Development
This modest and mixed progress is in spite of all our
global targets and goals, good rhetoric, and international efforts. At the OECD-United Nations-World
Bank Conference in Paris in 1998, the international
development community set goals, which were
reported on in “A Better World for All,” presented last
year at the World Social Summit in Geneva. The
report said we are not doing so well.
Development’s strategy placed education in a key
position—at the heart of development. Education can
have a direct impact on reducing poverty. First, if
people in poverty gain more knowledge about agricultural technology, child health, and so on, they are more
likely to ease their circumstances. Second, the human
capital accumulated through learning and more
education can lead to greater overall productivity,
which, in turn, results in economic growth. And third,
when we learn to cooperate and respect one another,
we develop social capital. One likes to think that
educated people would be nicer to one another and
look after the poor in their communities. And we do
see some of that.

Education’s Role
However, education is necessary but insufficient for
success; it is not the universal panacea that everyone
seems to think it is. Unless the national governments
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have a sound macroeconomic environment, an effective labor market, and a political context free from
corruption, learning is not supported, and therefore,
cannot bear fruit. National and local governments
must work together to put this set of optimal conditions in place.
The public policy question is critical: How can we
in the global community support these endeavors and
add value to them? What should we do? We must work
with people to help them identify and take their next
strategic steps, which are to:

We know that education makes a difference. We
know that individuals who have acquired relevant
knowledge and skills—including skills that help them
to keep on learning throughout their lives—are likely
to be more productive, be better off, have healthier
families, have smaller families, and be caring of one
another and the environment.
What Nations Need. Countries not only have more
or less the same goal, but they are all asking more or
less the same questions now:

• How do we deal with the numbers, especially the

• provide access to relevant learning and quality
teaching;
make wise and fair investments in their people; and
build sustainable institutional capacity.

•

The responsibility of basic education clearly lies at
the national and local government levels, so we must
include this key supportive global activity in our work
with countries.

•

•
•

This is particularly so for the changes urgently
needed in countries’ curriculum and assessment
systems, especially in secondary schools. At present,
these systems largely provide outmoded, outdated,
“old-colonial,” and essentially context-free curricula
with totally inadequate conditions for learning.

Reforms in Education
What should they do? Nations must prepare for a
range of potential futures and radically revise their
secondary school curriculum to ensure that students
acquire essential learning areas and core competencies
and attitudes. The curriculum must offer flexibility so
students can get in and out easily over time.
Interestingly enough, I have found that all countries,
developed and developing, know this, and they have
adopted, more or less, the same goals:
1. Everybody wants quality education and
training systems.
2. Everybody wants to provide every student with
learning experiences relevant to the individual’s
current and future needs.
3. Everybody wants to stimulate the country’s economic and social development. They know that
educated people, knowledgeable citizenry, and a
skilled workforce make this happen.
The bottom line is that we all want to improve
learning achievement, particularly for young people,
but also for adults adapting to new situations throughout their lives.
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increase in demand for secondary and tertiary
education?
How do we include everybody? The poor, the
marginalized, rural, girls, disabled, indigenous, and
so on—how can we provide an education system
for absolutely everyone?
How can we pay for it all? Everyone is wrestling
with the role of government, especially the pro
vider/funder issues. Should government provide and
fund everything or only fund it and have other
people provide it? Or can some entity serve both
functions?

Sharing knowledge on how countries in similar
circumstances have tackled the problems they faced,
the difficulties they overcame, and the results they
reached is another key intervention for the global
community.
And, current trends make this a very urgent goal—a
growing imperative—within a rapidly changing
context. Global capital moves in microseconds; global
trade is growing. Technology changes information
flows and communication modes. More than one
hundred countries now have democratically elected
governments, twice as many as a decade ago, accompanied by decentralized decision making. Market
economies now prevail in countries, accounting for 80
percent of the world’s population, which is 30 percent
higher than a decade ago. Governments are rethinking
their roles, and the private sector is becoming more
involved.
Faced with all of this, countries need more highly
educated and skilled populations, and individuals need
more skills and information to compete and thrive.
How can we run a democratic country? How can we
run a market economy? The provision of a good
education system where people learn the “right” things
is therefore critical. The prerequisite in tertiary and
higher education and research for all of us is that a
good basic foundation must be in place. The stakes are
very high. The choices countries make now will have
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very long-term ramifications. Those who respond
astutely will make progress, and those who do not will
fall even further behind. The gap is widening. All
nations—developed and developing—are wrestling
with these questions.
A Case Study. In my own country, New Zealand,
for example, we were faced with a languishing
economy with many people who were unemployed,
including many unemployed graduates. What surfaced
was some sort of mismatch between what employers
needed and what universities produced. In reaction,
we reformed the entire public service, the education
system, and the curriculum. The latter was done
through a massive consultation exercise; we actually
asked all New Zealanders— residents in the country
and everyone else worldwide: What is it you want
children to know and be able to do when they leave
school?
The curriculum framework shown in the chart below
is the result of that consultation exercise.
People told us they wanted essential learning and
content, but they were happy to leave the details to the
professionals. They knew what essential learning areas
they wanted, but they wanted each to be very broad.
They also wanted essential generic skills. They wanted
graduates to communicate. They wanted graduates to
work numbers, be literate, and solve problems. They
wanted them to manage their own lives; be social,
cooperative, and helpful to one another. In a nation of

The New Zealand Curriculum Framework
• Principles
• Values
• Essential Learning Areas
• Language and Languages
• Mathematics
• Science
• Technology
• Social Sciences
• The Arts
• Health and Physical Well-Being
• Essential Skills
• Communication
• Numeracy
• Information
• Problem Solving
• Self-Management and Competitive
• Social and Cooperative
• Physical
• Work and Study
• Assessment

great rugby teams and cricket teams, physical skills
were high on their agenda. And they wanted work and
study skills. They introduced values and underlying
principles too.
So parents and employers knew exactly what they
wanted the schools to provide, and yet the schools
were not providing it. Interestingly enough, many
other countries, including Australia, have done this
exercise. Even though the exercise was conducted in
different ways, the results were very similar sets of
essential skills.
The Implementation Process. Because people are
often resistant to change, I have found that securing
effective change requires a number of ingredients.
1. The public needs to feel there’s a crisis. Throughout the implementation of New Zealand’s reforms,
it was not difficult for the public to perceive the
educational system in crisis, especially after we
initiated the consultation exercise.
2. Develop a national comprehensive strategy. David
Lange was our Prime Minister, and he made
himself the Minister of Education. With his supervision, the implementation of reforms went
smoothly.
3. Work for political will and public consensus. In
New Zealand our consultation exercise led to our
curricular reforms, and public input resulted in
consensus.
4. Secure the right financial and legal framework.
Nations must find or obtain extra money to make
such reforms.
5. Acquire the right people to implement the strategy.
Because we reduced the public service by two
thirds, most of the chief executives left. The new
executives were younger, better educated, and more
diverse, i.e., women, members of minority ethnic
groups, and those under 40.
6. Have resources and incentives for educators.
Reforms will not be successful unless people have
what they need to get the job done and receive
recognition and rewards for doing their best.
7. Establish purposeful partnerships with business and
industry. No government can do this massive work
alone.
Lining up that mix of seven ingredients is not easy.
And despite the lessons learned in New Zealand, I can
assure you there is no simple prescription. No “onesize-fits-all” manual exists to show a country how it
can progress toward the long-term goal of universal
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access to a good basic education and the opportunity
to acquire advanced skills. We do know, however,
about three core changes that make a difference:

• The players must focus on results. Managing inputs
•

•

is important but pointless, if they do not know
where they want to be.
The players must know their starting point and what
progress they make along the way toward achieving
the results. It’s very important that countries have a
solid information system to gather and store good
statistical data, track learners’ achievements, and
allow comparisons.
The players must have opportunities to increase
their management capacities. They should be
encouraged, for example, to join international
organizations. Then, decentralize both responsibility and resources to them. People must have the
money to carry out their responsibilities. Too often
in times of reform, resources are not there.

Decentralization. Involving local players allows
governments to make better choices. Decentralizing
responsibility is an effective route to good decision
making and corruption deflecting. In a village in
Tanzania, for a case in point, I was involved in a
school project with a community education fund
where decentralizing was very effective. The community provided their share of the expenses up-front to
build a school. The whole village sat around from the
beginning of the school’s construction to the end. They
watched the contract signings, and the contracts were
even nailed up on a tree for all to see. Everybody
watched to see if the money was spent properly.
Decentralization is an area of knowledge in which
many countries have developed interest. They seek
details of case studies describing systems that have
experienced positive results after decentralization. In
systems that have undergone reform and decentralization, parents, students, nongovernmental organizations, entrepreneurs, and communities have become
more proactive. Rather than passively receiving
services from the education sector, they are now
actively involved, injecting their opinions and etching
out roles in the provision and delivery of education.
Decentralization offers many opportunities for the
private sector. Given that no government can afford to
provide education for all people during their lifetimes,
decentralization becomes a win-win situation, provided governments ensure the quality and standards.
The government’s role is becoming more facilitative
and regulatory in nature, and the private sector is the
active implementer within social sectors. The private
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sector has increased its tertiary provision through
distance and open learning, for example.
What can we do? The global community can play a
key role by sharing knowledge with countries and
systems about decentralization and its possible costs,
potential benefits, advantages, and disadvantages.
Known Successes. We can also share reforms for
which data show effectiveness and cost-effectiveness:

• Interventions with high returns—basic education
for girls and the poorest children.

• Preventive interventions—early childhood development; school health.

• Innovative delivery—distance education; open
learning; use of new technologies.

• Systemic reform—setting standards; improving
governance; private sector involvement.
Support from International Agencies. Another
way forward is to work with key agencies such as The
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund.
They have set two priorities for action—expanding
debt relief and helping countries develop poverty
reduction strategies.
Much money from such agencies as The World
Bank, IMF, UNESCO, UNICEF, DFID, UNAIDS,
Oxfam, Soros, and others will flow to debt relief.
These agencies have targeted the 40 highly indebted
poor countries for meeting two key goals in improving
social standards: educating everyone and bridging the
digital divide. These funds are reserved for education
and health, so we can assist by helping these targeted
nations form advocacy groups that will monitor how
the funds are spent and how the funds benefit their
people.
Obstacles to Progress. If we know all this works,
what’s hampering the progress? We can pinpoint some
common constraints:

• A lack of political will. Not all decision makers see

•

quality education as a top priority. And in many
disciplines, people just do not know how to tell the
story. They do not know how to reach the minister
of finance, and they do not have a common message. Without the political will that puts education
at the top of the development agenda, change is
impossible. From this global consortium, we should
each leave with key messages that we can offer
every time decision makers ask us what on earth
they can do.
Highly centralized structures. These structures are
very costly and less than effective but may already
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•

•

be in place. They, however, keep power out of the
hands of those who know the most about their local
constituency and feel the most concern for their
welfare.
Incentive systems. Teachers, principals, and
bureaucrats are rarely held accountable for their
performance. The educational system must expect
this accountability and have incentives in place
from the start of the reform implementation.
Resources. The very basic resources the educational system needs are often lacking, very poorly
allocated, or actually not allocated at all.

Financing Reforms. What is clear is that no one
group or agency can do any of this alone. We must
move forward on all three fronts—government, the
private sector, and sources of external financing, i.e.,
the international community. If we just look at spending on the government front, most of the money will
come from public monies earmarked for education.
Private spending, which includes students, parents,
entrepreneurs, employees, and other nongovernmental
entities, will generally contribute about 25 percent.
For developing countries’ spending, external financing
makes up only two percent, and of that, funds from the
World Bank are 0.6 percent.
Although external financing is such a small percentage, it often is the only discretionary money a government has. It has significant leverage and is yet another
key intervention on the part of the global community.
However, external financing from developed nations
has unfortunately dropped worldwide with only four
countries—Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and The
Netherlands—meeting the target of 0.7 percent of the
GNP.
Collier and Dollar (1999) reported that donors can
double the poverty reduction efficiency of their aid by
targeting poor countries who are pursuing good
policies and institutional environments.
Nobel Laureate Sir Arthur Lewis said, “The fundamental cure for poverty is not money but knowledge.”
Just as I said about education alone, money is necessary but insufficient for success. Having the right
policy and institutional environment is critical.
Harnessing the energy and expertise of the private
sector is important so everyone is involved in the
process. Sharing knowledge, case studies, profiles, and
writing scenarios about how this can be done and
where it’s been done successfully is another key
intervention on the part of the global community.
Because everything is linked to everything else, it is
not enough to stay in a single, preferred discipline. We

must craft the right public policy environment if we
actually want to accomplish anything in any discipline
—whether it’s agriculture, technology, or any other.
Take the Internet, for example. It provides access to
global databases of knowledge, resources, and many
learning, employment, and entrepreneurial opportunities worldwide, but it requires infrastructure and
affordable rates for connectivity. And, what’s the
reality for the developing world?
A digital divide exists, and we can see this in the
share and cost of Internet access. Africa’s share of the
worldwide Internet-access pie, for example, is
miniscule in comparison with other world regions. This
data is from 1999, so since access is growing even
faster now than it was then, Africa’s percentage is
probably slightly lower for this year. Another negative
factor is that Internet costs in Africa are much higher
than other parts of the world. Internet access in Africa
has grown rapidly. As of July 1999, 53 of the 54
countries had Internet access in their capitals. Most
capitals have more than one Internet service provider.
Moreover, Internet costs are still very high as a percentage of a nation’s per-capita GDP—for example,
1.5 percent for Australia and 107 percent for Uganda.
Now what developing country can afford this even if it
manages to secure connectivity?
To obtain Internet connectivity, a nation must have
the following contributors to access and affordability:
(1) deregulated telecommunications and competition;
(2) good regulatory framework; (3) wireless options;
and (4) community connectivity centers. They probably should provide separate provisions for education
so the schools acquire better access. Connectivity also
requires various levels of technical and use capacity
and key players who understand the value of Internet
access for development goals.

A Shift in the Development
Assistance Paradigm
Just to solve this one issue alone is going to require
very different approaches, understanding, and ways of
working. It cannot be business as usual. What we
apparently need is a shift in the development assistance
paradigm for this century. We need a different way of
working.
Several decades of development assistance have
shown the limitations of knowledge transfer based on
policy blueprints. What works and what does not work
are highly dependent on the country context, so we
must address specific needs rather than general blue59
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prints. The development solution ultimately resides in
the countries themselves, whether developing or
developed. Yet, sharing in the right way national and
regional knowledge, global experiences, lessons
learned, and effective practices definitely helps.
What do I mean by “the right way?” I mean the
integration of the activities of all players into what I
call a “community of practitioners.” The players
include not only ministries of education and other
partners but also the communities, the private sector,
some international organizations, and some nongovernmental organizations (for-profit and nonprofit)—
whoever the country needs to help solve the problem.
And, if two or more players are not typically speaking
to one another, for example, the country can provide
pressure from outside if it uses the other players
strategically.

The World Bank gained a case study it can share with
others for training purposes.
This type of learning exercise requires adjustments
in culture and behavior within people and institutions.
The participants need:
• a high level of trust;
• interaction of people across organizational boundaries;
• tolerance for mistake making and not knowing;
• diversity of perspectives; and
• rewards and recognition for knowledge sharing and
collaborative work.
This shift in the paradigm is not about technology. It
is about people talking to each other, listening, learning from one another, and building joint theories,
policies, and solutions.

The community of practitioners must develop a twoway knowledge flow. Traditionally, few knowledge
exchanges take place between rural, indigenous
groups and the central government, for example, or
between external partners and the country clients.

Today we see many potential applications. We have
the Caribbean Education Knowledge Network, School
Networks, WorldLinks, global gateways, and virtual
universities in Mexico and Africa. GCHERA is an
example as well.

Learning must be two-way and reciprocal. We at the
global level tend to think that we know what countries
should do, and we act as if we cannot learn much from
them. Yet, in fact, achieving this level of change is a
case in which people often do have to reinvent the
wheel in their own country. They must implement it,
and they must be thorough. We in the international
community can assist them in doing it more quickly.

The challenge before us is to redefine the boundaries
of our institutions and change our culture and behavior; to strengthen knowledge partnerships; and listen,
learn, and grow together. In meeting this challenge, in
making these changes, we will create environments
that support learning whatever discipline and acquiring essential skills for that unknown work in the
unknown future.

To create this shift in the development assistance
paradigm, the nation needs a joint design of development solutions which requires: (1) a community of
practitioners; (2) strong knowledge partnerships; (3)
learning through two-way knowledge sharing; and (4)
change in culture.

For me, education is about producing people who
can run their own lives, run their countries, and create
a peaceful, prosperous, livable world. And that’s the
curriculum for the 21st century—for all of us.

I have an example. Brazil’s Ministry of Education
came to the World Bank, where we assembled a set of
international education specialists and institutional
specialists. We met for three days to look at Brazil’s
education issues and our issues and then to formulate a
solution. What do they need? Who do they need? Do
they need money? How can we help to reach that
solution?
The objective is to create an environment where
partners learn from one another. They engage in a joint
learning exercise. Everyone brings something to the
table and takes something away. In this example,
Brazil gained access to international expertise, and
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African Universities Today and
the University of the Future
Mabel Imbuga
Dean, Faculty of Science
Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology
Kenya

Higher education has become increasingly popular in
many African countries. This coupled with rapidly
increasing population has put higher education at a
crossroads. To meet the demands of students and the
employment market, many countries have diversified
the education systems to increase the available
options. In addition, increased sensitization to the
importance of higher education has led many countries
to put the highest emphasis on education leading to
expanded higher education systems. These and many
other factors in Africa have caused an upsurge within
the past ten years in the number of universities.

Kenya’s Higher Education
Enrollment
Kenya had only one university for nearly twenty
years, the University of Nairobi, which was originally
inaugurated as the Royal Technical College. Now
Kenya has six state universities, ten private ones, and
many others yet to be registered. This growth has also
been observed in Uganda, Tanzania, and the rest of
Africa.

Kenya’s Current Higher
Education Capacity
Despite the massive enrollment of students, these
universities have not satisfied the number of students
qualifying for university education.

Certificate of Secondary Education (KCSE), an
examination that qualifies students for university
entrance. Out of this number, only about 30,000
qualified. In 2000 more than 182,000 students registered for this examination but only about 40,000
earned the minimum university entry requirement, a
C+ and above.
Students who meet requirements for university entry
make up a very small percentage of the number of
students who actually sit for the KCSE exam. Of the
more than 40,000 qualifying students, the six state
universities together have room for only 10,000
students. The Kenya government sponsors those
students.
Hence, only 25 percent of qualifying students are
sponsored; the remaining 75 percent are left out. This
75 percent may enter private universities, parallel
degree programs, foreign universities, or not attend
any higher education institution.
Foreign universities and neighboring countries have
aggressively advertised their degree programs to
capture the attention of our unadmitted students. These
include universities in India, Australia, Britain, and the
United States.

Growing African Nations’
Higher Education Systems

African nations hope to open more universities. The
foremost
reason is to provide higher education to more
The table below shows we had more than 173,000
of
the
student
population. Because the government can
students in 1999 sitting for what is called the Kenya
give limited financial
support, it must seek
Admission 2001–2002
Admission 2000–2001
% +/–
monies to support and
KCSE Year
2000
1999
sustain any new
Candidates registered
182,805
173,792
+5.19%
universities.
Candidates with C+ average and above
State Universities’ capacity

40,491
10,000

30,666
10,000

+32.04%
flat
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African nations give little attention to the university
of the future. To set up standards for the university of
the future, we must first look at the challenges facing
our existing universities, including any shortfalls in
the present systems.
Our challenges are fundamental and will not disappear anytime soon. They include:

The Mission of the University
Most universities had a mission when they were
established. For example, the mission for Jomo
Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology
(JKUAT) is as follows:

• To provide directly or indirectly or in collaboration

• Lack of facilities to provide quality education

•

•

•

•
•
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caused by insufficient government funding. African
governments have more pressing issues to address,
such as security, poverty reduction, and primary and
tertiary education to eradicate illiteracy. Kenyans
consider it better to have more people who can read
and write than have Ph.D.s.
Poor remuneration for resource people leading to
few qualified lecturers. Across the borders, universities may offer better salaries and working conditions which results in brain drain or brain exportation. This drain flows elsewhere in the African
continent and outside it.
Unaffordability of incorporating and sustaining new
technologies. Some countries cannot yet afford to
even teach biotechnology, let alone practice it. Most
African countries are unsure of how information
technology will affect higher education, especially
teaching methodologies and courses offered on-line.
Many professors are used to the chalk and blackboard, not PowerPoint or dot-com teaching.
Few technology facilities for better acquisition and
access to information are in place. Keeping up with
how fast technology changes is also an issue. In
Africa we learn the marketplace has released a new
version of the software program we use, but upgrading these programs is very expensive. We cannot
afford the new version. The universities in Africa
might, therefore, have the computers, but their
students may be using obsolete programs.
Stiff competition for quality students because all
universities offer the same courses.
Some universities experience government and
political interference and control. In Kenya, for
example, we may wake up one morning and our
government instructs us to double student intake.
We must do this without more resources or improving the infrastructure. With the political instabilities
in our countries, any politician who wants to gain
mileage on his ideologies will come to the universities to seek support. One day the students are fine;
the next, they are on strike supporting the politician
and his ideology.

•

•

with other institutions of higher learning facilities
for university education (including agriculture,
scientific, cultural, technological, and professional)
and integration of teaching, research, and effective
application of knowledge and skills to the life,
work, and welfare of the citizens of Kenya;
To participate in the discovery, transmission,
preservation, and enhancement of knowledge and
stimulate the intellectual participation of students in
the economic, technological, agricultural, professional, and cultural development of Kenya; and
To play an effective role in the development of
agriculture and technology in conjunction with the
industry and to provide extension services to
contribute to the social and economic development
of Kenya.

In our mission we had the community in mind. We
also needed to create an environment of critical
thinking for our students. For us to achieve the mission, however, we must have substantial finances to
remain focused.
My university’s mission is similar to others within
Africa. Universities also offered specific degrees; for
example, Kenyatta University was mandated to offer
education degrees. Egerton University would give
degrees in the agricultural sciences. The University of
Nairobi had several, including medicine, veterinary
medicine, and social sciences. Moi University’s
degrees were to be community health and technology.
JKUAT, where I am, offered degrees in engineering,
architecture, and agricultural sciences. Due to financial constraints, competition, and privatization of
higher education, along with the employment market
dictating which types of courses they required in
graduates, most universities tend to offer degrees now
that were never in their original mandate.
Today Kenyan universities are very diverse in their
offerings. JKUAT is probably the only one still
focused on its original mission. The University of
Nairobi offers 29 academic programs. Kenyatta
University is thinking about starting a school of
medicine. Maseno University is the newest university.
It offers about everything that other universities do
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and so does Egerton. This diversity, however, means a
duplication of courses which constricts existing
resources.
Outside Kenya, in East Africa, immediately after
independence, the University of Dar-es-salaam in
Tanzania was the only university offering degrees in
Law (and they were high-quality degrees). Makerere
University in Uganda offered medical degrees and the
University of Nairobi, degrees in veterinary medicine.
Each country now offers all the courses society
demands. In all countries, unplanned courses of study
spring up to satisfy the needs of society.
Most African universities today aggressively advertise themselves. Maseno University advertises itself as
the only university in the world situated on the equator. Students get excited at that idea, and they apply to
Maseno.
At JKUAT we attracted more students by changing
the names of some programs. We no longer offer a
degree in Surveying but in Geomatics. Agricultural
Engineering is now Biomechanical and Environmental
Engineering. We also introduced competitive courses
which has raised our status among other universities.
A good course may have few applicants because
students just do not know exactly what they will do
once they finish the degree.

Parallel Degree Programs
Due to limited financial support from the government, universities have been forced to offer incomegenerating courses commonly known as parallel
degree programs. Fee-paying students in these programs sit in the same classes as government-sponsored
students. Evening classes are also offered so students
can work during the day and attend classes at night.
These programs have had a very positive impact on
the running of other sectors of their universities. For
example, now the universities are able to retain highly
qualified faculty members who are well focused and
competent. Finances from these extra fees go to
improve faculty payment packages.
With the haphazard introduction of these fee-paying
programs, however, increases in campus populations
have choked the water systems, sewage systems, and
residential accommodations, overstretching university
facilities, which are now inadequate and limited.

The University of the Future
Different countries have different concepts of
universities and how they perceive them. They may

view the university as a center of progress; a research
community; an educational environment; a center of
excellence and higher education; or a center that
prepares people for the job market.
In my view the objectives of a future university
should be:

• to provide quality higher education in market

•
•
•

•

•
•

demand-oriented disciplines, flexible enough to
change with the times; capitalize and specialize also
on our university’s strong points;
to adopt a more creative and effective use of modern
technology;
to sensitize the personnel on the importance of
excellent professional skills;
to provide for the diverse needs of students. For
example, we should give the students what they
want, i.e., more applied courses not just theoretical
ones. For example, instead of agriculture, we
should advise them to enroll in agribusiness with
a marketing option;
to focus on measures to raise funds for the
university in a sustainable manner in order to
improve services, remuneration, and retention
of qualified staff;
to introduce entrepreneurial studies to make the
students self sustaining, self employed, and
innovative; and
to provide an effective and welcoming learning
environment to produce not only educated scholars
but also highly disciplined and practical citizens.

Any university that can concentrate on staff development, improvement of teaching, research, and
management will have achieved the best organizational technique for the university of the future.
The university of the future can be organized along
the following lines:

• Institutionalization. Create institutes, schools, or

•

colleges within the universities to give new dimensions to the learning process and to implement
diversified programs. By creating schools, we could
offer a higher diversity of degrees and manage them
independently.
Flexibility of courses. The university of the future
should offer competitive courses. These courses
should be flexible enough to allow students to:
— take academic leave and be readmitted to
continue after one or two semesters or years.
This is more important with fee-paying programs. A student may not have enough fees and
should be permitted to work first, get money, and
come back to continue.
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•

•

•

•

•
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— move from one degree course to another related
degree course with credit transfers. Most students do not know what is involved in a particular program, and sometimes they change their
minds even after one year of study. They should
be allowed to change into another course of their
choice.
— move from one university to another with credit
transfers. This allows students to shop around,
and universities should struggle to excel to retain
students.
— to be admitted during any semester of the
academic year.
Rationalization of courses, in which a student
taking any course is exposed to the same curriculum
and facilities in any university within the nation’s
higher education system. This may be difficult
because each university advertises its uniqueness,
and claim to add something extra into their
curriculum.
Diversification of courses. The universities will
offer degree courses geared toward employment
market requirements. The courses should also
satisfy the students’ and the community’s needs and
requirements.
Facilities. The university infrastructure should be
well planned with sizeable and well-equipped
lecture rooms with proper acoustics. Laboratories
should have modern equipment with facilities to
analyze and finalize data. Accommodations should
include hostels with recreation facilities, counseling
services, and hospital facilities, enabling all students to have the same learning environment with
equal opportunities. Facilities should allow for both
students and staff to increase their efficiency
through research activities. Facilities should also not
be limited to physical buildings but could include
farms and hospitals within the community.
Research initiatives. Research in universities
should be without question a chief priority. There is
a need to formulate competitive research programs
in every university. The research should be of high
quality to attract funding from national and international sources. Research will stimulate lecturers to
improve their output, and keep them in contact with
other researchers through publishing, workshops,
conferences, and collaborations.
Research-based community training programs
or outreach activities. Jomo Kenyatta has an
outreach program where we invite women farmers
to come to learn new technologies in agriculture.

•

•

•

•

•

These women then go back to their farms or villages and pass along this information. Through such
community training, universities can regain public
trust.
Linkages with industry, research institutions, and
policy makers to translate research information and
innovations into products, tools, and language that
rural communities can understand or use. Previously, research findings have been very difficult to
implement. This type of collaboration will facilitate
the movement of research information to end users
and other stakeholders.
Accessibility of university information. The
concept of virtual universities is yet to become
popular within the African continent. Virtual
universities and distance education would have been
the best option in the absence of physical facilities.
However, the limiting factor has been the lack of
physical contact between the learner and the
resource person. On-line learning also exposes the
learner to unnecessary information. In some African
countries, evening classes are more popular and
information is available regardless of age or status.
In Kenya now our ministers even attend evening
classes because they want law degrees.
Collaboration. Collaboration should be encouraged
with industries and research institutes both nationally and internationally. These will lead to improved
curriculum designed to meet the demands of the job
market. International linkages could support research and provide exposure for new changes. Staff
will also have improved professional skills and
knowledge. It can give staff opportunities for
sabbatical leave and staff exchange programs.
Diversity of students. Providing a diversified
university education system will produce diversified
students that will meet the needs of their society.
And this is important because the needs of our
society are also quite diversified.
Student attachment programs. These programs
should be enhanced to improve networking and
relations with possible employers as they will know
what the students are capable of and improve
student changes of employment and training. At
JKUAT we have established a center of excellence
because of these student attachment programs.
Three-quarters of the students in Kenya applied to
come to JKUAT because the name of the university
sells us. They know they will be attached to these
particular programs, which will increase their
chances of employment.
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• Cost of university education. Universities should

•

•

•

strive to provide higher education at a low cost, so
that it is available to the majority of students.
Universities could reduce the cost of learning by
starting income-generating ventures that would
sustain low-cost programs.
Monitoring mechanisms. A system should be
established to monitor the quality of education,
efficiency, and management, which should include
student and staff evaluations, not presently used in
Africa. Each employee should also have a job
description.
Gender. The universities should offer equal opportunities to men and women. Currently, in African
universities, women student or staff population is
only 30 percent. Those in the sciences may be only
14 percent. Women must learn science because
scientists are the implementers of new technologies.
Most farmers in Africa are women. If they do not
learn science, they will miss new technologies
unless they are educated. Even in the house, our
wives and husbands must know science and labor
saving technologies because they do not know how
to operate the microwave. They must also know
how to work out their workspace.
Autonomy. The state should not interfere with
education systems unless it either is checking on the
quality of education or providing funds.

6. Promotion of a balanced education system. For
example, such a system should not promote
science programs at the expense of social and
cultural disciplines but at the same time allow for
diversity and free choice.
7. A review of curriculum at least every four or five
years to get rid of obsolete degrees and specialize
in areas where we have an advantage.
8. Form interdisciplinary networks within the region
and beyond.
9. Proper planning and management.
10. Increased cooperation with industry for funding
and innovation implementation.
As we go back to the Green Revolution, let us also
“green” our academic programs and universities. For
the universities already at the level of the university
of the future, consider there is still room for improvement, yet encourage and support those below that
level through giving and sharing.
Through stimulation of thought and ideas, and
through collaboration, more blessings will come
your way.

How will we know if the university of the future is
successful? The following should be our criteria.
1. The university will have made a name as a reputable center of excellence that is at the forefront of
intellectual activities. Our graduates must be proud
of their university.
2. Increased enrollment of student participation. Most
students admitted will have chosen this university
because of what it offers. The students will be
eager to learn, eager to get high technology
exposure, and most will be employed soon after
graduating.
3. Qualified academic staff who are highly motivated,
sustain a competitive employment criteria, and
retain their seniority.
4. Increased high-quality publications especially in
highly rated journals and increased innovations
that are patented.
5. Excellent facilities equipped with advanced
technologies.
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Stimulating Local Communities through Global Collaboration
Richard M. Foster
Vice President for Programs, W. K. Kellogg Foundation
Michigan, USA

In Amsterdam two years ago when the Global
Consortium for Higher Education and Research in
Agriculture first met, I expressed that, while we came
from a variety of different regions of the world, we
shared similarities. A few that I mentioned were:

• a need for universities to be part of the very fabric
of the societies they represent;

• a need to connect people and communities who
•

•

depend upon universities for knowledge resources
for their daily lives and the betterment of their lives;
a need for increasing economic and social options
in agriculture and food systems, while preserving
natural resources and the economies of communities; and
a need to be connected worldwide to take advantage
of this vast array of resources represented within
GCHERA.

GCHERA should be proud that its growth from
about 30 institutions to about 388 individual and
institutional members from 136 countries certainly
demonstrates that we desire to be connected worldwide.

The W. K. Kellogg Foundation
The Kellogg Foundation has been interested in
agriculture, food systems, and rural development for
most of its seventy years. Kellogg is known for its
grants, which the Foundation offers in the United
States, throughout Latin America and the Caribbean,
and in Southern Africa, from Mozambique south. The
Foundation is pleased, for example, to be a partner in
Peter McPherson’s project for Ending Hunger in
Africa. My position with the Foundation is the vice
president for food systems and rural development in
the United States.

Initiatives in U.S. Food Systems
The Foundation’s current work in U.S. food systems
covers three major initiatives. First, integrated farming
systems looks at communities’ responsibility for

growing food that is economically viable for smalland large-scale agricultural production. The systems
are environmentally friendly and socially responsible.
Another initiative is food systems professions
education. We asked land-grant universities: Are your
graduates prepared to engage in a very volatile food
system during the 21st century? The answer in 1993
was no; they were not prepared. Over the project’s
seven years, universities around the country have
achieved better communication with the people they
serve and the partnerships they have.
The third initiative is the most recent. Over the next
five years, the Kellogg Foundation will spend about
$50 million in the United States on Food and Society.
A food and environmental stewardship program, it
promotes food, nutrition, diet, and health, involves
food and agricultural and community sustainability,
and advances in food science and technology in higher
education.
Kellogg is also exploring a potential program about
investing in community-based food enterprises. How
do we add value back into our rural communities so
that rural residents can make a living and remain
there? We must find ways to create viable livelihoods
in rural areas. In doing so, we would promote the
growth and well-being of communities, and we would
stem the migration to the cities we have in the
United States.

Kellogg’s Underlying
Principles
Kellogg provided about $70 million in grants for
food systems over the past eight years, and about $50
million in rural development—representing the largest
funding source in the country in those areas. Our
commitment is to maintain, if not strengthen, and
increase that commitment over the next several years.
Community Impact. The Kellogg Foundation uses
two under-girding principles in its work. First, we are
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a community-impact foundation. That is, for all the
money we give, we ask the question: How will this
grant improve the lives of children, families, and
communities? Kellogg, however, granted $40 million
of the $70 million I mentioned to land-grant universities. Yet, the Foundation is not building capacities at
universities for its own sake. We’re building capacities
at universities to help people in communities.
Serving People. Second, we believe that, if an
institution doesn’t serve people, it has no value. We do
not fund traditional research but rather the application
of knowledge to solve people’s problems. That
definition applies to outreach, the expression of
making this wonderful knowledge resource capacity of
institutions available and transparent to people who
have needs.
Instead of speaking about globalization, I prefer to
use the term globalizing systems. Globalizing systems
are economic—they are food systems; they are trade;
they are distribution. Most globalizing systems,
though, benefit a small group of people who already
have resources. We know that, through globalizing
systems, many people receive no benefits.
So, how do we take advantage of having this global
network while we serve people at the local level? I do
not believe that our responsibility is to increase the net
worth or shareholder value of multinational organizations, but I do believe it is to improve the value of
people and community.

The Charge of Universities of
the Future
We have good evidence that GCHERA members are
collaborating and coming together as a consortium.
We arrange faculty and student exchanges; we share
coursework through technology-based classrooms; we
work together on degree-sharing programs—and we
have plenty of listserves! There are many positive
examples.
Yet, we must ask ourselves: How do we bring these
examples of progress in collaboration to scale? How
do we make the example the common occurrence?
How do we make the exception the current practice?
How do we make collaboration and resource-sharing
commonplace? And how do we use this consortium to
increase our capacities to strengthen our responsiveness to local constituents?
Someone said that it takes energy and resources to
change. But my contention is that it also takes energy
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and resources to stay the same. And we’re in dire
circumstances if we stay the same. So how do we
devote the energy and resources we have in GCHERA
institutions to move agriculture and food systems
forward?

The Land-Grant Model
In the United States, we have the land-grant system
of universities. First established in 1862, these institutions took fifty years (to 1914) to lay the foundation
for being the knowledge-based learning organizations
they are today. And they have obviously evolved since
1914. But between 1862 and 1914, they were sites of
tremendous arguments—What is extension? What is
research? How should we position them? What should
be the connection between research and teaching?
These universities’ journeys to the kind of knowledge
systems they exhibit today were extremely difficult.
While most land-grant institutions are tied to a state
or another geographic region, they still represent what
we at Kellogg consider the principal models of
university engagement for the future. They have
internalized the key components of a knowledge
system and they’ve made these components available
to people who, in turn, use them to better their lives.
The Foundation believes that, because land-grant
universities are the most appropriate models of higher
education for the future, some aspects of this system
may be applicable to other GCHERA members and
institutions. Consider that universities of the future:

• must be part of the social fabric of a nation;
• must use their tremendous knowledge resources to
help people at all levels be successful;

• must contribute to social and economic development; and

• must be responsive to both the large-scale industrial
economy and the smaller-scale local economies.
In short, universities of the future must be nation
builders and view their work from a community
perspective, as well as a national and global
perspective.

Demands for Change
In 1995 the Kellogg Foundation sponsored a seminar on the future of higher education. Our colleagues
from South Africa indicated they were dismantling
their higher education system because it was inconsistent with the society. The system remained focused on
the elite, even though the nation begged for educated
people who could build a new nation that valued
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justice and equity. The system was based on historical
perspectives of segregation instead of on future
visions of diversity and inclusivity. They were tearing
down the system to build a new one.

Ohio State University, then-president Gordon Gee
asked: If you were a top-ten outreach institution in the
21st century, what would you look like? Five of the
responses follow.

Our colleagues from eastern Europe indicated they
were revamping their higher education systems, which
were based on political ideology rather than higherquality academic standards. Their systems educated
only a chosen few. To rebuild eastern Europe, the
nations needed universities that would prepare many.

1. Perhaps programs would be based on societal needs
identified by public constituencies.
2. Perhaps research would be based on public needs,
and the test of value would lie in its application to
solving problems and meeting social requirements
and social needs.
3. Perhaps students would not be just those on a
central campus, but those who live and work in the
communities the university serves, and those who
have remote access to relevant university programs.
4. Perhaps faculty members receive rewards or
incentives based on a variety of criteria, including
research, outreach, and teaching, as it related to
meeting societal needs.
5. Perhaps rewards would be based on the best contributions of faculty, not on narrowly perceived
criteria that applies generally to research, teaching,
and outreach.

Colleagues from the United States indicated that it
was time to think about higher education from a
perspective different from research. Many, although
certainly not all faculty members, believed that it was
time to look at different organizational structures
based on engagement. For the past forty years,
research had been the only organizing structure
available to the universities. In their major public and
private universities, a faculty member’s research
activity determined his or her record for compensation, tenure, or advancement in rank. Research determined the faculty’s and the university’s current and
future value.
Large government expenditures fueled research
projects that focused on global impact, sometimes in
strengthening economic advantage worldwide. Many
times it improved production, which gave us an
economic advantage because we were fighting a cold
war.
What happened in 1989? The wall came down, the
cold war was over, and federal funds dried up. Many
of our institutions queried: What now? What are we to
do with this industrial model we put together for
information and technology?
What we have since learned is that, while the nation
was attending to higher priorities, social and economic
issues were tearing apart our local communities in the
United States. And now we look with hope to higher
education to address this need.

Research and Outreach
We now live in an era in which we can—and must—
do both research and outreach. We can engage in good
research and reward those who do it best. We can have
good outreach, making our institutions a significant
part of the social fabric within which they apply their
knowledge resources to the problems of people.
Outreach as an organizing structure has some unique
characteristics. At a conference three years ago at The

In a study we conducted at the University of
Nebraska in 1991, we posed the question of whether
or not there was differential rewards for research,
faculty engaged in research, extension, and teaching.
The vice chancellor at that time, who is now retired,
replied, “Of course not. We reward all of our people
equally for the contributions they make.”
Let me share with you the brief results of this study.
We recorded the three-year salary increments for each
faculty member in the University of Nebraska college
of agriculture. We indexed the average salary as 100.
So that anything above average would obviously come
above the line at 100 and anything below that average
would be below 100. You might assume that equal
numbers would appear above and below.
The highest faculty rating over a three-year period
was 147 percent above average. The lowest was about
74 percent below average. Looking at the primary
responsibility of each of those areas revealed: (1) in
the high end with about 110 to 147 were researchers;
(2) those in the middle group with about 110 to 90
were teachers; and (3) everyone with below 90 were in
extension.
Not surprisingly, the administrative response was,
“We never knew.”
The college did change its faculty reward system.
Their administration’s remediation was requesting
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faculty members to use a scholarly method to show
and measure their best contribution to research,
teaching, or extension, and they agreed to reward it.
So, using this study and its results as an exemplar,
can we do that at our universities? Can we only look at
the faculty’s best contributions to the university’s
mission, and yet acknowledge that some researchers
do not work well with students, some professors do
not belong in the laboratory, and some extension
personnel interface better with practitioners than with
young adults or academics? We must utilize our
personnel, our human resources, the best we know
how. Granted, it requires collaboration and integration,
but we must start with the advantages each individual
brings.

Reconfiguring the University
Structure
How do you prepare yourselves and your students to
be global learners yet locally responsive? I believe the
university of the future will be built on multiple
structures—a research structure for determining
quality but also an outreach structure. If we do not
embrace outreach, we may be cast aside. We may
become the Jurassic Park of universities, where people
go to see the extinct.
The old ways of thinking about the three functions
will be recast into how we handle information and
knowledge:

• Discovery will replace the term research.
• Application is in line with extension and outreach.
• Transference will be coursework and degreegranting programs.
I truly believe we’ll have this transformation. The
integration of discovery, application, and transference—all ways to handle and manipulate knowledge
and information—will focus on the result instead of
the input.
The university’s function will transform as well;
that is:

• to discover new information and combine it with
old information, giving it new meaning;

• to apply new knowledge to problems and reorganize
knowledge in ways never thought of before; and

• to teach “students” how to learn in a new society
based on knowledge, information, and learning.
What does this all mean for our institutions? What
will it mean for our participation in this consortium? I
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suggest six concepts to consider as we collaborate
with one another in the future:
1. Use your faculty and institutional colleagues from
around the world to glean the best science-based
information as the underpinnings of your curricula
and do not solely rely on what is locally available.
Make your teaching programs relevant for both
local communities and their participation in a global
society. Teach your students to be global learners,
but teach them how to apply what they learn to their
local situations to make their own lives and their
own communities better.
2. Develop collaborative research programs that make
use of the best minds in the world. Use the technology to connect with fellow institutions and faculty
members that complement your own. Insist on
applications of the discovery that address your local
and national needs, and resist the impulse to participate in global congresses from which you gain no
greater benefit than a refereed journal article.
Expect more from yourselves.
3. Develop your technology infrastructure, and use it
to bring in resources more than to export them. Do
not be taken advantage of. Can you connect to
major libraries and knowledge databases through
technology that enhances your research, teaching,
and outreach? Can you connect your students and
faculty to key resource people around the world?
Can you use the technology or collaborative learning for both faculty and students? You should be
able to do all of these activities.
4. Use technology to expand your base of influence.
Use technology and the power of an outreach
structure to have a more positive influence on
people.
• Can you reach more than just 18- to 22-yearolds?
• Can you reach and serve the needs of people as
they transition through key life stages from birth
to retirement? Through career changes? Through
technology changes?
• Can you reach them where they live?
• Can you serve people in their communities
without their coming to you?
• Do they always have to learn on your terms?
5. Develop a reward and recognition system that
encourages your faculty to do their best in whatever
area they excel as their contribution to the mission
of the university. Reward the best teachers, outreach
specialists, and researchers for their unique contri-
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butions. Do not try to make them what they are not.
Take advantage of their strengths. We need all these
functions but we need them collaboratively and in
an integrated manner.
6. Open your institutions for public inspection and
participation. Conceding that isolated institutions
will be sitting ducks, the power of technology rests
in the hands of the people in communities. They
have the ability to shop around anywhere in the
world to get information technology—and they will.
So how do you open up your universities?

• Use public advisory and policy committees to

•
•

•

help you set research and outreach agendas.
Don’t rely just on your faculty members who say
they have a network. Bring that network inside.
Build collaborative partnerships with businesses
and civil society organizations.
Use businesses and communities as your classroom and as your research laboratories. Listen to
all voices, especially those that are rarely heard
and rarely come to the table.
Most of all ask the public what is important.

We know the world is rapidly changing. Information
and knowledge is power, and technology is putting it
more and more in the hands of the people. The way
that we react to the new learning and organizational
society will determine if we become a global resource
for the discovery and application of knowledge or just
part of a problem that, in time, will be circumvented.
This consortium can help us in moving in that
direction. We must be relevant institutions of higher
education in food and agriculture. We must prepare the
next generation of leaders for a very volatile 21st
century in food production, land use, and environmental sustainability. We can meet these objectives
because we’re in that era of not either/or but rather
and/both.
We in GCHERA are in the very early stages of
defining who we are. Let’s use our imaginations. Use
the innovation and quality of our faculties and our
partners back home to determine the future role and
successes of this distinguished consortium.
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Time Has Come for the Consortium to Move Forward
Martin C. Jischke
President, Global Consortium of Higher Education and Research for Agriculture
President, Purdue University
Indiana, USA

A

t this wonderful and informative conference, we
have had many interesting and very stimulating
presentations and discussions. If we have learned
anything in these past two days, it is this: we in
GCHERA have much to do if we are to tackle these
issues of global food security and environmental
sustainability.
We do have far to go, yet we have made great
progress in recent years. We have completed a foundation on which we can build.
The issues we discussed here literally stretch across
the entire globe. What affects each of us affects all of
us. We face many of the same challenges. I was struck
by how often I could easily translate our speakers’
references to circumstances in their countries to issues
I face day by day in Indiana at Purdue University. I am
sure others had similar reactions.

What We Learned
As the world’s problems touch us all, the solutions
must involve and evolve from us all. We surely can
learn from one another. The importance of the issues
makes clear that we must learn from one another. And
we have learned much in the past two days.
First, we learned that a need clearly exists for an
international organization such as GCHERA. People
in agriculture, higher education, and research must
work together to play a pivotal role in gaining food
security and environmental integrity.
Second, we learned that globalization holds increased importance on our campuses, in our curricula,
and our research agendas for our students. Globalization makes the type of cooperation that, at least in
principle, is possible through an organization such as
GCHERA, absolutely central to the future.

What We Must Do
As our universities—and, in particular, universities
with a strong agricultural emphasis—plan for tomorrow, they need the capacities that a global consortium
such as ours can provide.

While I believe we have had a good beginning in
GCHERA’s first two years, for this organization to
sustain itself over time, we must ask harder questions
about what it is we are going to do together. Can we
mount programs that justify our organization’s existence? Can we justify the commitment of time and
energy that participation at such a conference entails?
Each of us is very busy with many important responsibilities. Can we shape programs that encourage more
individuals and other institutions to participate?
First, I urge us to continue our discussions about the
global context within which our universities operate
and about the sharing of information and experiences.
This conference, as was the conference in Amsterdam,
has been very successful in this regard. Our discussions have been enormously valuable.
Second, we have confirmed that an awareness of
international issues is immeasurably enhanced by the
opportunity for people to study together in other parts
of the world. We must find ways to expand exchange
programs and other opportunities for students, faculty,
administrative leaders, and university leaders to come
together to talk and learn from each other. One of our
major challenges is gaining financial support for such
programs.
Third, the nature of our research agenda, including
both the intended and unintended consequences of
globalization and the opportunities that come with
breathtaking new science and technology, is changing.
We have common cause in these issues. Initiating
ongoing discussions of how our curricula will evolve
and how our research agendas will shift seems to be a
very ripe area for us. It includes discussing the scientific basis of food safety regulatory issues; the changing nature of the economic circumstances that drive
this global agriculture we are a part of; and certainly
the potential and the concerns associated with modern
genetics and genetically modified organisms. In all of
these issues, we have a consistent interest and can
learn from one another.
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Our Common Voice
Maris O’Rourke said that we should develop some
messages to carry with us from this meeting to share
with those with whom we work. Such messages can
begin to give GCHERA a common voice. I suggest
five key messages we hopefully can apply to the work
we do:
1. Food security, on the one hand, and environmental
stability, on the other, are challenges we must tackle
simultaneously. No food security is possible if the
production of food causes the environment to
deteriorate. Food security by definition is a longterm issue that we can only achieve through environmentally sound means.
2. Solutions absolutely require global collaboration.
Environmentally, we know that what takes place in
one part of the world can have an enormous effect
halfway across the globe. In a real sense, we are all
downstream of each other. When it comes to
feeding the world, global cooperation is essential
for progress.
3. Effective visionary leadership is key in accomplishing the work that awaits us. I believe it was Einstein
who said, “First, an idea.” Those ideas come from
people, people of vision. Those of us here must step
up and provide leadership. Just as importantly, we
must develop new leadership—broader and more
inclusive leadership.
4. We have much to learn from one another. As
universities, as representatives of the private sector
or government, we must share our knowledge and
our viewpoints. We must see the world from others’
perspectives. We cannot bring about change by
staying the same ourselves. We cannot bring
informed leadership to these issues without ourselves first understanding this larger world. This
notion of broadening the community of interest and
the boundaries of our institutions seems to be
absolutely essential.
Maybe the most important message is number five.
5. Research and education will be the key elements for
success. Higher education, of course, plays a special
role in successful futures, but all of education does.
We have the human capacity to teach future generations. We have the capacity for long-term impact
and change through education of tomorrow’s
leaders. They surely will be the ones who will
ultimately solve these problems.
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I leave this conference optimistic and buoyed. I
believe the world is changing—for the better. I am
optimistic that Peter McPherson’s hope for a renaissance is, in fact, a real possibility. We are entering an
age not only of greater understanding of others and
ourselves but of our environment and the tools available to us. We can use science and technology properly and safely to tackle the world’s food problems,
but we must be willing to take a few steps:

• We must bring our institutions together, cooperating
on collaborative initiatives.

• We must share resources, ideas, and knowledge.
• We must work to increase understanding between
people and between nations.
Two years ago in Amsterdam, I said that people with
a dream founded GCHERA. It is a dream of a world
that is not filled with contradiction and conflict, but a
dream of a world that is filled with cooperation and
collaboration.
Every time we meet and talk, share thoughts and
ideas, and then go home and hopefully apply what we
have learned to our work, the dream comes closer to
reality.
On a more personal note, I thank you for the wonderful opportunity, honor, and genuine pleasure of
serving as the first president of this new organization.
I have truly enjoyed working with you. I have learned
a great deal. Your enthusiasm has energized me and
made me more optimistic about our future. You have
influenced the universities at which I have worked. I
thank you for everything you have done and continue
to do. I certainly look forward to working with you
even more in the years ahead.

Chapter 13 - Message from the New President

Future Perspectives for Global Consortium of Higher Education
and Research for Agriculture
Dmytro Melnychuk
President-elect, Global Consortium of Higher Education and Research for Agriculture
Rector, National Agricultural University
Ukraine
The best wealth in the world is people communication
Antoine De Saint-Exupery
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ear First President of the Global Consortium of
Higher Education and Research for Agriculture, Dr.
Martin Jischke!
Dear Participants and Guests of the Second Global
GCHERA Conference!
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen!
I would like to begin my short message by
expressing my great appreciation to the members of
the Executive Committee and the members of our
Consortium, and all those who entrusted me with this
high mission of being the GCHERA President-Elect in
Amsterdam in 1999. Now, I am honored and happy to
take over the Presidency in this paradisal city–San
Francisco. Taking this opportunity, I want to assure
you that I will contribute all my knowledge,
experience, and efforts to justify your hopes with
important and interesting activities within the
framework of our global organization, which has
already gained high authority.

Taking this opportunity, I would like to address my
special thanks to the Director of Rural Development of
The World Bank, Dr. Robert Thompson. There was a
time when we had excellent student exchange programs organized both for the National Agricultural
University of Ukraine and Purdue University. At that
time Dr. Thompson was Dean of the School of Agriculture. I also highly appreciate his considerable
contribution to reforming agriculture in Ukraine
while being President and Chief Executive Officer
of Winrock International Institute for Agricultural
Development. Please, accept my thanks and best
wishes for success at your current position of the
highest importance.
I address my special thanks to Dr. Lavinia Gasperini
who represents here such a prominent and important
organization as FAO and Dr. Richard Foster, VicePresident of W.K.Kellogg Foundation, and all our
sponsors for supporting our initiatives.

The Work of GCHERA

I would like to address my special thanks to Dr.
Martin Jischke. Ten years ago, when I came to the
United States for the first time, Dr. Jischke and his
colleagues had to have great courage to believe in me
and sign the Memorandum on Cooperation between
Iowa State University and National Agricultural
University of Ukraine as a result of my two-hour visit.

The mission of the Global Consortium of Higher
Education and Research for Agriculture (GCHERA) is
absolutely important for humankind. I believe that in
having our worldwide international cooperation
developed, we will be able to solve the food security
and environmental challenges confronting our world.

Today I am honored to declare on behalf of the
faculty and staff of NAUU that thanks to our close
collaboration with a number of partner-universities,
supported by the World Bank, USAID, USIA, FAO,
UNESCO, European Union, and other sponsors, my
university has taken a big step toward reforms in all its
activities and became one of the founders of
GCHERA. Thank you very much.

As you may know, according to the FAO data, every
sixth man in the world starves or has a pathological
lack in nutrition. It is up to one billion people. By the
evaluation of this prestigious organization, if Ukraine
can fully realize its food production potential, it will
be able to provide food for almost one billion people.
So, there is a question: How much other unused
potential do we have worldwide? These facts should
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NAUU Foreign Partners
EUROPE
Austria
BOKU University of Agricultural Sciences, Vienna
University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna
International Institute for Related System Analysis
Belgium
Gembloux University;
Ghent University
Katholieke Hogeschool Kempen, Geel
Bulgaria
Stara Zagora Zooveterinary Institute
Great Britain
Edinburgh University
Scotland Agricultural College
Netherlands
Wageningen University and Research Center
Germany
Humboldt-University of Berlin
Hohenheim University, Stuttgart
Dresden Technical University
Leipzig University;
Hannover University
Anhalt University of Applied Sciences
Weihenstephan University for Applied Sciences
Poland
Warsaw Agrarian University
Krakow Agricultural Academy
Shetsyn Agricultural Institute
Agricultural Academy in Lublin
Czech Republic
Czech University of Agriculture, Prague

Italy
Peruggia University
Biophysical Institute of the National Research Center
Slovak
Slovak University of Agriculture, Nitra

ASIA
China
North-Western University (Jan-Ling)
Israel
“Mashaw” International Association (Tel-Aviv)
Cambodia
Agricultural Institute, Phnom-Penh
Republic of Korea
Korean University, Seoul

NORTHERN AMERICA
USA
Iowa State University, Louisiana State University,
Pennsylvania State University, Purdue University,
Case-Western Reserve University, University of
Nebraska-Lincoln, Chicago State University,
Minnesota State University, North Carolina Universiy
Canada
Toronto University

AFRICA
Egypt
Zagazig University

Hungary
Debrecen Agricultural University

encourage all of us to continue our extremely important activity that is so necessary from both local and
global prospects.
In this context, I would like to remind you, my dear
colleagues, a folk wisdom that is generally held in my
country. It says: “We pay our deep gratitude to a man
who gave a piece of bread to starving people, but we
pay the deepest gratitude and remember for ages,
passing from one generation to another, the memory
about a man who gave people knowledge about how
to get food by themselves.” We build monuments to
these outstanding men, devote books to them, and
award them with the most prestigious awards and
prizes.

Establish Close Relationships with
International Organizations
All the issues we are discussing now are considered
as key directions in activities of such highly regarded
international organizations as The World Bank, FAO,
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UNESCO, WTO, EU, USAID, USIA, and many
others. I am completely convinced that having support
from these international organizations, our Global
Consortium will make a great contribution into this
activity. We can use our organization to work directly
with our youth and the intellectual elite of each nation.
We have the extremely important tool in our hands–
the programs of study and curricula–to train highly
qualified professionals in various fields. Using this
tool efficiently, we will have the best chance to realize
successfully those recommendations developed by
FAO, UNESCO, and other international and local
organizations in our countries through the universities.
Thus, I consider it to be in the best interest of
GCHERA to establish and develop close collaboration
with these international organizations.
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GCHERA’s Working Group on
Developing Recommendations for
Global Curricula and Programs
of Study
(Bachelor, Specialist, and Master Degrees)
Agronomy
Plant Protection
Soil Sciences and Soil Chemistry
Agroecology and Environmental Studies
Forestry and Landscape Architecture
Horticulture
Land Resources
Animal Sciences

As a matter of fact, Dr. Jischke and I set such a
purpose about six years ago. Today we can observe the
positive results of this work, first of all, in the developing countries and countries with economies in
transition. At the same time, important reforms in
higher agricultural education have been provided by a
number of universities in developed countries as well.
Numerous international conferences on global issues
in higher agricultural education and research, held
annually in the United States, Europe, Asia, Latin
America, or Africa, can show the changes in education
systems towards globalization.
Thus, we have accumulated a great experience in
globalizing systems of higher agricultural education
and research throughout the world. Now is the time to
start systemizing this experience and knowledge, and
make certain important conclusions for the future. I
believe that the GCHERA leaders will form working
groups of highly skilled professionals for each area of
science. Members of these working groups will work
out and introduce for discussion through the Internet
their common recommendations for programs of study
and curricula on relevant majors. These recommendations could include the best teachers’ and students’
books, software with programs of study and technologies (including technologies of distance education,
extension, biotechnologies, problems of agriecology,
quality and safety of agricultural products on the
world market), and centers for international short-term
trainings.

Recommending a Global Curricula
in Agriculture
I think, for the first time we should concentrate our
attention on developing particular international recommendations for universities. These recommendations
should contain information on programs of study and
curricula developed to train highly qualified professionals. I would underline that I am speaking about recommendations, not demands or requirements.
The recommendations created by the GCHERA for
programs of study and curricula should include the
main achievements of the humankind both in the field
of science and technology, and the field of human
sciences. We need to pay attention to the last ones to
realize the panhuman values of humanism and democracy. This issue demands a lot of discussion. So, I
propose to start this work right now. In a year we can
meet together for separate international conferences and
discuss the developed materials and review the general
recommendations.
Implementation of the created recommendations will
be realized in each institution and each country that
chooses to do so. The degree of the recommendations
and implementation in each university could have a
great importance for future development of international civil accreditation system for professional
training and play an important role in diploma recognition on the international level.
I have this book titled “The Curricula and Courses for
Undergraduate and Graduate Students of NAUU.” You
can find the curricula and courses in English on the
Web site of our university: <http://www.nauu.kiev .ua>.
Iowa and Louisiana State Universities officially recognize these curricula and courses as acceptable in
meeting their requirements. I do hope, that in two years
we will have a new book like this with a title “The
World Recommendations for Curricula and Courses at
Agricultural Universities.” I think, our attention should
also be paid to the ideas of some of our colleagues who
proposed to organize within the frameworks of the
GCHERA self-sustained structures to realize our plans
in organizing student and young researcher exchanges
and their training in leading universities; developing
and editing up-to-date teaching materials; holding
scientific and methodological conferences; holding
exhibitions on education and research technologies for
young scientists and student competition. We should
then award the best of them with GCHERA prizes.
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Once again, I want to stress that the important
direction of the GCHERA future activity should be
extending its creative links with such well-known
international organizations as FAO, UNESCO, The
World Bank, WTO, EU, USAID, USIA, other international foundations, institutions, and sponsors who have
the same purposes as we have. We really look forward
to collaboration through developing and realizing a
number of common global projects listed below.

Tentative Directions for GCHERA
Collaboration with The World Bank,
FAO, UNESCO, European Union, other
International Organizations and
Foundations:
Developing global norms and criteria for higher
agricultural education on the main majors in the field
of agriculture, forestry, fishery, and veterinary
medicine;
Establishing the global network of programs of study
and courses for distance higher agricultural education;
Quality and safety of agricultural products, including
GMO;
International standards and certification of agricultural
products;
Agricultural industry and problem of greenhouse effect
in atmosphere;
Advertising of the universities’ up-to-date achievements in training and research technologies through
organizing exhibitions of educational equipment,
educational technologies, including teaching and
studying materials, and editing a periodical GCHERA
journal on education and research for agriculture; and
Organizing international young researchers and
students competitions.
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On behalf of the GCHERA, we can provide these
organizations and individuals with our support in rapid
dissemination of information about their plans,
missions, and achievements, as well as assist them in
setting business contacts with future possible partners
in different countries.
For closing my speech, again and again, I am
pleased to express my deep gratitude to our first
President, Dr. Martin Jischke, the members of Executive Committee, leaders and members of the working
groups, the GCHERA Secretariat, and especially Dr.
David Acker, Dr. David Sammons, Ms. Sally Ashlock,
and Dr. Victor Udin for your collaboration and excellent relationships.
As Dr. Jischke has already said, we propose to have
the next GCHERA’s conference in Kiev, the capital of
Ukraine. This city is more than 1,000 years old. Kiev
is one of the most beautiful cities in the world, and I
am sure that the participants of our next conference
will enjoy it. I invite all of you to take an active part in
realization of the bylaws and goals of our consortium,
and I look forward to seeing you again!
Thank you.
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Conference Program
Global Consortium of Higher Education and Research for Agriculture and
Food Systems in the 21st Century
July 12–14, 2001
Renaissance Stanford Court Hotel · San Francisco, California, USA
A registration and general information table will be located in the foyer throughout the conference.
All general sessions on Thursday and Friday will be held in the Stanford Ballroom.
Thursday, July 12
0830 – 0900

Welcome from the President of the Global Consortium of Higher
Education and Research for Agriculture
Dr. Martin C. Jischke, President
Global Consortium of Higher Education and Research for Agriculture
President, Purdue University
Indiana, USA
Welcome to California and Overview of University of California, Davis
Dr. William Lacy, Vice Provost
University Outreach and International Programs
University of California, Davis
California, USA
Opening Keynote Address
Mr. M. Peter McPherson, J.D., President
Michigan State University
Michigan, USA

1000 – 1030

Poster Session and Refreshments (Poster titles are listed in Appendix III)

▼

0900 – 1000

1030 – 1130

Theme I-New Science in a New Century: Agricultural Research,
Life Sciences and Information Technology
Chair:
Dr. Cees M. Karssen, Former Rector, Wageningen University and Research Center,
The Netherlands; and President, University Consortium for Agricultural and Related
Science in Europe (ICA)
Speaker:
Dr. Paul Ming-Hsien Sun, Vice Chair of Board
Asian Vegetable Research and Development Center
Taiwan
Discussant Panel:
Dr. Adel El-Beltagy, Director General, International Center for Agricultural
Research in the Dry Areas (ICARDA), Syria
Dr. Harald von Witzke, Professor and Chair, Department of Agricultural Economics
and Social Sciences, Humboldt-University of Berlin, Germany
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Thursday, July 12, 2001 Continued

1130 – 1230

Speaker:
Dr. Roger N. Beachy, President
Danforth Plant Science Center
Missouri, USA
Discussant Panel:
Dr. Laurent Martens, Chair, Agricultural Economics, Gent University, Belgium
Dr. Hans Herren, Director General, International Center for Insect Physiology and
Ecology (ICIPE), Kenya
Lunch

▼

1230 – 1430

1430 – 1530

Theme II-The Changing Nature of Food Systems and the University Response
Chair:
Dr. Jia-an Cheng, Vice President, Zhejiang University, China
Speaker:
Dr. Elaine R. Wedral, President
Nestlé Research and Development Centers
Connecticut, USA
Discussant Panel:
Dr. Benjamin Figueroa, Director General, Colegio de Postgraduados Agrícola, Mexico
Dr. Bent Schmidt-Nielsen, Rector, Royal Veterinary and Agricultural University, Denmark

1530 – 1600

Break

1600 – 1700

Speaker:
Dr. Robert L. Thompson, Director
Rural Development Department
The World Bank
Washington, DC, USA
Discussant Panel:
Dr. Muhammad Shatanawi, Dean, Faculty of Agriculture, University of Jordan, Jordan
Dr. Colien Hefferan, Administrator, United States Department of Agriculture,
Cooperative States Research, Education and Extension Service (USDA/CSREES),
Washington, D.C., USA

1700 – 1830

Free Time

1830 – 1930

Reception
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Friday, July 13

0830 – 0945

Theme III -Agricultural Curricula for the 21st Century
Chair:
Dr. C. Peter Magrath, President, National Association of State Universities and
Land-Grant Colleges (NASULGC), Washington, D.C., USA
Speaker:
Dr. S. Kannaiyan, Vice Chancellor
Tamil Nadu Agricultural University
India
Discussant Panel:
Dr. John Ssebuwufu, Vice Chancellor, Makerere University, Uganda
Dr. H. Dean Sutphin, Associate Dean, Academic Programs, Cornell University, USA

0945 – 1015

Break

1015 – 1130

Speaker:
Dr. Maris O’Rourke, Former Secretary for Education
and Chief Executive of the Ministry of Education
New Zealand
Discussant Panel:
Dr. Lavinia Gasperini, Senior Education Officer, Food and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations (FAO), Italy
Dr. Rodolfo Undan, President, Central Luzon State University, Philippines
Lunch

▼

1130 – 1330

1330 –1430

Theme IV-Organizing the University of the Future
Chair:
Dr. Keith Andrews, Director General, Escuela Agrícola Panamericana Zamorano, Honduras
Speaker:
Dr. Mabel Imbuga, Dean, Faculty of Science
Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology
Kenya
Discussant Panel:
Dr. Robert Linder, Executive Dean, Faculty of Agriculture, University of
Western Australia, Australia
Dr. José Zaglul, President, EARTH University, Costa Rica

1430 – 1530

Speaker:
Dr. Richard M. Foster, Vice President for Programs
W.K. Kellogg Foundation
Michigan, USA
Discussant Panel:
Mensah Bonsu, Dean, School of Agriculture, University of Cape Coast, Ghana
Dr. Walter Armbruster, President, Farm Foundation, Illinois, USA

1530 – 1600

Break
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Friday, July 13, 2001 Continued
1600 – 1700

Summary and Next Steps
Dr. Martin C. Jischke, President
Global Consortium of Higher Education and Research for Agriculture
President, Purdue University
Indiana, USA
Dr. Dmytro Melnychuk, President-Elect
Global Consortium of Higher Education and Research for Agriculture
Rector, National Agricultural University
Ukraine

1700 – 1900

Free Time

1900

Banquet

Saturday, July 14
0830 – 1000

Workshops-Session I

1000 – 1030

Break

1030 – 1200

Workshops-Session II

Workshop themes are listed in Appendix II.
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Workshops
Global Consortium of Higher Education and Research for Agriculture and
Food Systems in the 21st Century
Workshop/Roundtable Discussion Schedule for Saturday, July 14, 2001

Topic –Session I

Topic –Session II

* Educational Leadership
(Leader: Martin Jischke - USA)

* Food Safety
(Leader: Roland Verhe - Belgium)

* Distance Education/Virtual University
(Leader: Jim Grieshop - USA)

* Information Technology
(Leader: Robert Mulley - Australia)

Food Security/World Food Summit
Workshop Organized by Food and
Agricultural Organization of the
United Nations
(Leader: Lavinia Gasperini - FAO, Italy)
* Cataloging Agricultural Programs and the
Establishment of a Joint MBA
(Leaders: Dmytro Melnychuk - Ukraine
and Herbert Stroebel - Germany)
World Agriculture Forum
(Leader: Vic Lechtenberg - USA)
National Association of State Universities
and Land-Grant Colleges (NASULGC)
Inter-University Conference on
Agriculture Partnership
(Leader: Rodney Brown - USA)

Student Exchange
(Leader: Marie Lummerzheim - France)
Outreach/Extension
(Leader: Michael McGirr - USA)
Executive Committee
(new members meeting)
(Leader: Dmytro Melnychuk - Ukraine)
Links to Industry
(Leader: A.S. Prabhakar - India)
Strengthening African Universities
African Development Bank
(Leaders: Onuma Okezie - USA
and Boukary Savadogo - Cote d'Ivoire)

* Working Group formed at the Amsterdam conference in July 1999.
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Poster Session
Global Consortium of Higher Education and Research for Agriculture and
Food Systems in the 21st Century
GCHERA Introduction
Sammons

Purdue University (USA)

GCHERA

Education (Curriculum and Methodology)
Gupta

Himachal Pradesh Agricultural
University (India)

Teaching Program Reorganization of Curriculum
in Agricultural Education

Taylor

EARTH College (Costa Rica)

EARTH College and the Salzburg Seminar

Education (Organization, Leadership, and Administration)
Crewe

University of Pretoria (South Africa)

Ghoddusi/Koocheki

Ferdowsi University of Mashhad (Iran) Higher Agricultural Education in Iran

Pekic

University of Belgrade (Serbia)

Overview of Agriculture Program

Prabhakar

University of Agricultural Sciences

Problems and Prospects of Agricultural

(India)
Udin

Changes in the Agriculture Faculty

Education

National Agricultural University
Survey of Agricultural Education Administrators
(Ukraine), Iowa State University (USA) (“Beyond the Deanship”)

Distance Education
Namuth

University of Nebraska (USA)

Agricultural Technology Electronic
Education Resources

Sutphin

Cornell University (USA)

The Global Seminar Project

National Agricultural University
(Ukraine)

Development of Extension System in Ukraine

Extension
Kalna-Dubinyuk

Research and Education Linkages
Crawford

University of Nebraska (USA)

Collaborative Research Support Program
(CRSP) Overview

Demment

University of California, Davis (USA)

Building African Scientific and Institutional
Capacity Initiative (BASIC)

Debelo

Ethiopian Agricultural
Research Organization

Overview of Research Organization

El-Beltagy

International Center for Agricultural
Research in the Dry Areas (ICARDA)
(Syria)

Expert System for Irrigating Wheat in Egypt

Hossain

Asian Institute of Technology
(Thailand)

Agricultural Research Goals for 21 st Century

Global Research
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Participants
Global Consortium of Higher Education and Research for Agriculture and
Food Systems in the 21st Century
• Dr. Adel Abdel-Ghani
Associate Professor of
Animal Nutrition
Minia University
El-Minia 61111
Egypt
Tel: (20) 86-371991
Fax: (20) 34-2601
profadel124@yahoo.com

• Dr. David Acker
Assistant Dean, National and
Global Programs
Iowa State University
104 Curtiss Hall
Ames, IA 50011-1050
USA
Tel: (515) 294-8454
Fax: (515) 294-9477
dacker@iastate.edu

• Dr. Jamin Akimaliev
President
Kyrgyz Agrarian Academy
68 Mederov Street
Bishkek 720005
Kyrgyz Republic
Tel: (7) 996-312-540-545
Fax: (7) 996-312-540-545
kaa@imfiko.bishkek.su

• Dr. Abdulrahman Al-Mogel
Associate Professor,
Agricultural Economics
and Extension
King Faisal University
P.O. Box 761
Al-Hassa 31982
Saudi Arabia
Tel: (966) (3) 5801354
Fax: (966) (3) 5801778
amoagel@kfu.edu.sa

• Dr. Keith Andrews
Director General
Escuela Agrícola Panamericana
Zamorano
Apartado 93
Tegucigalpa
Honduras
Tel: (504) 776-61-40
Fax: (504) 776-62-47
kandrews@zamorano.edu.hn

• Dr. Walter Armbruster
President
Farm Foundation
1211 West 22nd St, Ste 216
Oak Brook, IL 60523
USA
Tel: (630) 571-9393
Fax: (630) 571-9580
walt@farmfoundation.org

• Ms. Sally Ashlock
Assistant to the Director,
International Programs in
Agriculture
Purdue University
1168 Agricultural Admin.
West Lafayette, IN 47907-1168
USA
Tel: (765) 494-6876
Fax: (765) 494-9613
sashlock@agad.purdue.edu

• Dr. Henry Bahn
Director, United States
Department of Agriculture
CSREES/SEED/HEP
Suite 2251
14th & Independence Ave SW
Washington, DC 20250-2251
USA
Tel: (202) 720-1973
Fax: (202) 720-2030
hbahn@reeusda.gov

• Dr. Warren Baker
President
California Polytechnic State
University
1 Grand Ave
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407
USA
Tel: (805) 756-6000
Fax: (805) 756-1129
wbaker@calpoly.edu

• Dr. Daniel Bartell
Dean,College of Agricultural
Sciences and Technology
California State University,
Fresno
2415 E. San Ramon Ave
Fresno, CA 93740-8033
USA
Tel: (559) 278-2061
Fax: (559) 278-4496
danielb@csufresno.edu

• Dr. Roger N. Beachy
President
Donald Danforth Plant
Science Center
7425 Forsyth
St. Louis, MO 63105
USA
Tel: (314) 935-9782
Fax: (314) 935-8605
rnbeachy@danforthcenter.org

• Dr. Deanna Behring
Director, International
Agriculture Programs
Penn State University
240 Agricultural Administration
University Park, PA 16802
USA
Tel: (814) 863-0249
Fax: (814) 865-3055
dmb37@psu.edu

• Dr. Ximena A. Besoain
Professor, Faculty of
Agriculture
´
Universidad Catolica
de
´
Valparaiso
Casilla 4-D, Quillota
Chile
Tel: (56) 32-274522
Fax: (56) 32-274536
xbesoain@ucv.cl

• Dr. Mensah Bonsu
Dean, School of Agriculture
University of Cape Coast
Cape Coast, C/R
Ghana
Tel: (233) 042-32709
Fax: (233) 042-32484
csucc@ghana.com

• Dr. Vincent Bralts
Head, Department of
Agricultural and Biological
Engineering
Purdue University
1146 ABE
West Lafayette, IN 47907
USA
Tel: (765) 494-1162
Fax: (765) 496-1115
bralts@ecn.purdue.edu

• Ms. Jane Wolf Brown
Coordinator, Educational
Media
Purdue University
Agriculture Communication
1143 Agricultural Admin.
West Lafayette, IN 47907
USA
Tel: (765) 494-6946
Fax: (765) 496-1117
jwb@aes.purdue.edu

• Dr. Patrick H. Brown
Director, International
Programs, College of
Agriculture
University of California, Davis
260 Hunt Hall
Davis, CA 95616
USA
Tel: (530) 752-8474
Fax: (530) 754-7160
dddamanchyk@ucdavis.edu

• Dr. Rodney J. Brown
Dean, College of Agriculture
Utah State University
4800 Old Main Hill
Hogan, UT 84322
USA
Tel: (435) 797-2215
Fax: (435) 797-8321
rodbrown@ccusu.edu

• Dr. Laurent Buisson
Scientific Attaché
Embassy of France
737 N. Michigan
Chicago, IL 60611
USA
Tel: (312) 642-7438
Fax: (312) 642-5998
laurent.buisson@
consulfrance-chicago.org

• Mr. Steve Cain
Communication Specialist
Purdue University
Agriculture Communication
1143 Agricultural Admin.
West Lafayette, IN 47907
USA
Tel: (765) 494-8410
Fax: (765) 496-1117
cain@purdue.edu
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• Dr. Paolo Ceccon
Associate Professor
University of Udine
Via delle Scienze, 208
Udine 33100
Italy
Tel: (39) 04-3255-8613
Fax: (39) 04-3255-8603
ceccon@palantir.dpvta.uniud.it

• Ing. Alejandro Cervantes
Chairman, College of
Agriculture
ITESM Campus Queretaro
Epigmenio Gonzalez No 500
Fraccionamiento San Pablo
Queretaro 76130
Mexico
Tel: (52) 4-238-3218
Fax: (52) 4-238-3220
acervant@campus.qro.itesm.mx

• Dr. Chau Ba Loc
Vice Dean, College of
Agriculture
Cantho University
3-2 Street, Cantho City
Viet Nam
Tel: (84) 71-830-954
Fax: (84) 71-830-814
cbloc2@hcmc.netnam.vn

• Dr. Jimmy Cheek
Dean, College of
Agricultural
and Life Sciences
University of Florida
P.O. Box 110270
Gainesville, FL 32611
USA
Tel: (352) 392-1961
Fax: (352) 392-8988
jgcheek@ufl.edu

• Dr. Jiaan Cheng
Vice President
Zhejiang University
20 Yu Gu Road
Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310027
China
Tel: (86) 571-7951589
Fax: (86) 571-7951358
jacheng@sun.zju.edu.cn
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• Dr. Arlington Chesney
Director, Caribbean
Regional Centre of InterAmerican Institute of
Cooperation and
Agriculture; Executive
Secretary, Caribbean
Council for Higher
Education in Agriculture
3 Herbert St., St. Clair
Port of Spain
Trinadad
Tel: (809) 868-622-7086
Fax: (809) 868-628-4562
hchesney@iicacarc.org

• Prof. Philippe Choquet
President
ISAB/Paris Catholic University
Rue Pierre Waquet
BP 30313, Beauvais 60026
France
Tel: (33) 344063843
Fax: (33) 344062526
philippe.choquet@isab.fr

• Dr. Winfrey S. Clarke
Associate Dean for
Agriculture and Director of
Research
Virginia State University
P.O. Box 9061
Petersburg, VA 23806
USA
Tel: (804) 524-5631
Fax: (804) 524-5622
wclarke@vsu.edu

• Dr. David Coffey
Professor
Western Kentucky University
School of Agriculture
1 Big Red Way
Bowling Green, KY 42101
USA
Tel: (270) 745-3151
Fax: (270) 745-5672
david.coffey@wku.edu

• Dr. Sammy L. Comer
Coordinator, International
Food and Agriculture
Development
Tennessee State University
School of Agriculture and
Consumer Science
Nashville, TN 37209-1561
USA
Tel: (615) 963-5820
Fax: (615) 963-1557
scomer@tnstate.edu
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• Dr. Les Copeland
Dean, Faculty of Agriculture
University of Sydney
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Executive Committee Report
Second GCHERA Conference
San Francisco, California USA
July 11, 2001

Summary report presented by Martin C. Jischke, President of GCHERA
to GCHERA membership on July 13, 2001 at closing plenary session of
global conference:
I want to share with you a report of the Executive
Committee of GCHERA to this conference. We met on
Wednesday (July 11) before the conference began. We are
happy to report officially that GCHERA currently has 387
members from 136 countries of the world and that this
conference has over 200 participants from more than 50
nations. During the July 11 Executive Committee meeting
we approved a number of items and I want to report on
those.
1. We first approved the work of the Executive Committee,
the President, and the Secretariat on fulfilling the bylaws
of the consortium over the last two years. What we did
was consistent with what we were allowed to do. The
Executive Committee expressed gratitude to the President and I am grateful for that. It approved the decision
of GCHERA’s Executive Committee to inaugurate Dr.
Dmytro Melnychuk, Rector of the National Agriculture
University of Ukraine, as the new President of Gchera
for the period 2001-2003 and it elected Dr. Jia-an Cheng,
Vice President of Zhejiang University in China as the
President-elect of GCHERA.
2. The Executive Committee expressed its gratitude to the
many members of the organization who expressed their
willingness to serve on the Executive Committee and
selected six new members to that committee to broaden,
geographically in particular, the participation and
representation on the Executive Committee. Those who
were selected were Dr. J.B. Chowdhury, Vice Chancellor
of G.B. Pant University of Agriculture and Technology in
India; Dr. Stanley Johnson, Vice Provost for Extension at
Iowa State University in the United States; Dr. Yurii
Lachuga, Head of the Department of Staff Policy and
Education in the Ministry of Agriculture and Food of
Russia; Dr. Ernst Lindemann, Dean of the Faculty of
Agriculture and Horticulture at Humboldt University of
Berlin, Germany; Dr. Henry Thairu, Deputy Vice
Chancellor (Academic) of Jomo Kenyatta University of
Agriculture and Technology in Nairobi, Kenya; and Dr.
Jose' Zaglul, President of E.A.R.T.H. University of
Costa Rica.

3. It instructed the GCHERA Secretariat at Purdue University to transfer all official documents to the new Secretariat, headed by Dr. Maksym Melnychuk at the National
Agricultural University of Kiev, so that he can begin his
new responsibility.
4. It approved a recommendation to establish a new
structure for fees for GCHERA membership keeping the
individual membership at the current US$25 level and
increasing that for institutions to US$100 for those from
developing countries and countries in transition and
US$250 for institutional membership for developed
countries.
5. It identified some areas of emphasis for the work of the
new consortium President and the Executive Committee
over the next two years as follows: to develop recommendations for global curricula in programs of study; to
provide support to agricultural universities that are
undergoing reforms; to facilitate international cooperation to promote the best teaching and research as well as
advancing scientific knowledge through research; to
facilitate cooperation to permit practical training of
scientists and students at the leading educational and
research centers of the world; and to assist international
governmental and non-governmental organizations in
promoting the ideas of humanism, democratization, and
justice.
6. The Executive Committee proposed that the new
president, Dr. Melnychuk, consider the task of approaching the World Bank, FAO, UNESCO and others in order
to promote the ideas of this consortium and to seek
resources to finance its activities.
7. It decided to hold the next conference of GCHERA in the
fall of 2003. The Executive Committee has authorized
Dr. Melnychuk to organize the next GCHERA conference at the venue of his choice and he informed the
committee that he is pleased to invite all GCHERA
members and other interested parties to the next conference in Kiev, Ukraine in the fall of 2003.
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W.K. Kellogg Foundation
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USA
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President
Purdue University
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USA
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Iowa State University
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The Netherlands
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Ministry of Agriculture and Food of the Russian Federation
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Moscow 107139
Russia
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Dean, Faculty of Agriculture
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Germany
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Rector
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Mexico

Mr. M. Peter McPherson
President
Michigan State University
450 Administration Building
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USA
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Dr. Isoya Shinji
President
Tokyo University of Agriculture
1-1 Sakuragaoka 1-Chome
Setagayaku, Tokyo 156-8502
Japan
tuacip@nodai.ac.jp
Dr. Fakhry Shousha
President and Board Chairman
Scientific Society of Egyptian Co-Operators
27 Zohni Street
Ramsis-Cairo
PO Box 47, El-Zaher 11563
Egypt
SSEC_Egypt@hotmail.com
Dr. Henry M. Thairu
Deputy Vice Chancellor
Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology
PO Box 62000
Nairobi
Kenya
dvcaca@nbnet.co.ke
Dr. Jose' Zaglul
President
EARTH University
APDO 4442-1000
Guácimo – Limón
Costa Rica
jzaglul@earth.ac.cr
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Speaker Biographies
Global Consortium of Higher Education and Research for Agriculture
(GCHERA)

Dr. Roger N. Beachy

Dr. Richard M. Foster

Dr. Roger N. Beachy, internationally known for his
work in virus resistant plants, is the founding president
of the Donald Danforth Plant Science Center, St.
Louis, Missouri. Prior to assuming this post, he was
from 1991 to 1998 head of the Division of Plant
Biology at the Scripps Research Institute in La Jolla,
California, where he was also co-director of the
International Laboratory for Tropical Agricultural
Biotechnology.

Dr. Richard M. Foster is vice president for programs
at the W.K. Kellogg Foundation of Battle Creek,
Michigan. Specific programming initiatives for which
he is responsible include Integrated Farming Systems,
Food Systems Professions Education, Managing
Information with Rural America, Mid-South Delta
Initiative, People and Land, and the Kellogg National
Leadership Program.

From 1978 to 1991 Dr. Beachy was professor and
head of the Center for Plant Science and Biotechnology at Washington University in St. Louis. His work
there, in collaboration with Monsanto Company, led to
the development of the world’s first geneticallyaltered, virus-resistant food crop, a variety of tomato.
His technique has been replicated by others to produce
many types of virus resistant plants. He has edited or
contributed to 50 book articles, and his work has
produced more than 190 journal publications.
Dr. Beachy has received a number of prestigious
awards including the Wolf Prize in Agriculture in
2001, the D. Robert Hoagland Award, and the William
D. Phillips Technology Advancement Award in 1995,
and election to the U.S. National Academy of Sciences
in 1997. He earned his B.A. in biology from Goshen
College, Goshen, Indiana, and his Ph.D. in plant
pathology from Michigan State University.
The Donald Danforth Plant Science Center is a notfor-profit, fully independent institution that conducts
and facilitates world class, interdisciplinary research in
genetics, chemistry, cell biology, biochemistry, computational genomics, and structural biology. The center is
a unique partnership of the Missouri Botanical Garden,
Monsanto Company, Purdue University, the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, the University of
Missouri-Columbia, Washington University, and the
St. Louis-based Danforth Foundation.

Dr. Foster joined the foundation in 1991 as a visiting
professional while on sabbatical leave from the
University of Nebraska
~ where he served as a professor
of agricultural education. Prior to joining the foundation, he had taught at Iowa State University and the
University of Idaho, and worked at the School of
Agriculture for the Humid Tropics (E.A.R.T.H.) in
Costa Rica. He received the E.B. Knight Award from
the National Association of Colleges and Teachers of
Agriculture as well as the Distinguished Teaching
Award and Outstanding Young Professor awards from
the University of Nebraska. He received his undergraduate and graduate degrees in agricultural education from Iowa State University.
The W.K. Kellogg Foundation is a nonprofit organization whose main goal is to help people help themselves through the practical application of knowledge
and resources to improve their quality of life and that
of future generations. The foundation focuses on
building the capacity of individuals, communities, and
institutions to solve their own problems.
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Dr. Mabel Imbuga
Dr. Mabel Imbuga is dean of the faculty of science
and professor of biochemistry at the Jomo Kenyatta
University of Agriculture and Technology, Nairobi,
Kenya. She is chairperson of African Women in
Science and Engineering, an organization that collaborates with International Women in Science and Engineering (IWISE), American Association for the
Advancement of Science (AAAS), and the Association
of American Colleges and Universities (AACU).
Dr. Imbuga’s research includes studies of the use of
natural products in the management of pests and the
control of tropical diseases. She completed her undergraduate and post-graduate studies at the University of
Nairobi. Prior to joining the faculty at Jomo Kenyatta
University in 1995, she was a member of the staff of
the International Center of Insect Physiology and
Ecology (ICIPE), which is also located in Nairobi.

Organizing Committees of GCHERA. He earned his
B.S. in physics from the Illinois Institute of Technology and his graduate degrees in aeronautics and
astronautics from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.
Founded in 1869, Purdue University is a public,
land-grant research university with an international
reputation for academic excellence. Its programs
include engineering, agriculture, science, veterinary
medicine, management, technology, consumer and
family sciences, education, liberal arts, pharmacy,
nursing, and health sciences. Purdue’s all campus
enrollment exceeds 67,000, 12 percent of whom are
graduate students. Its enrollment of international
students is the largest of any U.S. public educational
institution. Faculty and staff exceed 14,000, and the
annual budget is more than $1.1 billion.

Dr. S. Kannaiyan
Dr. Martin C. Jischke
Dr. Martin Jischke became president of Purdue
University in West Lafayette, Indiana, in August 2000.
Previously, he served nine years as president of Iowa
State University. Under Dr. Jischke’s leadership, Iowa
State University enjoyed a period of substantial growth
and development. The quality and size of the faculty,
student body, staff, and administrative leadership were
improved. Research and economic development
programs were expanded.
Dr. Jischke went to Iowa State University from the
University of Missouri, Rolla, where he was chancellor
from 1986 to 1991. Prior to his tenure at the University
of Missouri, he was dean of the College of Engineering and interim president of the University of Oklahoma. He is the author or co-author of 31 archival
journal publications and 21 major technical reports. He
has served as a White House Fellow and Special
Assistant to the Secretary of Transportation. He was
the 1998 chair of the National Association of State
Universities and Land-Grant Colleges (NASULGC)
board of directors and is a member of the board of the
American Council on Education and the National
Merit Scholarship Corporation. He has received the
Centennial Medallion from the American Society of
Engineering Education and is a fellow of the American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics and the
American Association for the Advancement of Science. Dr. Jischke is a member of the Founding and
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Dr. S. Kannaiyan, an internationally known microbiologist, is vice-chancellor of Tamil Nadu Agricultural
University (TNAU), Coimbatore, India. Prior to
assuming his present post in 1999, he was dean of the
Faculty of Agriculture. Actively involved in rice
research for the past 30 years Dr. Kannaiyan has
published more than 400 scientific papers and 22
books. He continues to teach post-graduate students in
agricultural microbiology and biotechnology.
Dr. Kannaiyan has received several awards including
the prestigious Hari Om Ashram National Award by
the Indian Council of Agricultural Research (1997),
World Intellectual Award (1993), and TNAU Best
Research Scientist Award (1995). He is Indian coordinator, Academic Link Research Programme, Agricultural Biotechnology, British Council, England, and
joint coordinator of the International Network on Soil
Fertility and Sustainable Rice Farming with the
International Rice Research Institute, the Philippines.
His work has taken him to more than 43 countries.
Dr. Kannaiyan received his undergraduate and
graduate degrees from Annamalai University, India,
and held post doctoral fellowships at the C.F. Kettering
Research Laboratory in Ohio, USA, and at Kings
College, University of London, U.K.
TNAU is an autonomous institution that conducts
research and offers undergraduate and post-graduate
educational programs in agriculture, horticulture,
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agricultural engineering, forestry, and home science.
The university also carries out extension education
activities through its technology transfer programs.
Although the university was established in 1971, the
genesis of agricultural education in the state dates
back to 1868.

Dr. William B. Lacy
Dr. William B. Lacy is the vice provost for University Outreach and International Programs at the
University of California-Davis and professor of
sociology in the Department of Human and Community Development. As vice provost he provides
leadership for the coordination of all aspects of the
campus’ expanding outreach and international initiatives.
Dr. Lacy received his B.S. in organizational behavior and industrial relations from Cornell University,
his M.A. in administration in higher education from
Colgate University, and his Ph.D. in sociology from
the University of Michigan. He was professor of
sociology at the University of Kentucky from 1974 to
1989. From 1989 to 1994, Dr. Lacy was the assistant
dean for Research in the College of Agricultural
Sciences at Pennsylvania State University.
Then for four years prior to his arrival at the University of California-Davis in 1998, Dr. Lacy was the
director of Cornell Cooperative Extension and associate dean of the Colleges of Agriculture and Life
Sciences, and Human Ecology at Cornell University.
Dr. Lacy has authored/co-authored over 60 journal
articles and book chapters on education, science
policy, agricultural research and extension, biotechnology, and biodiversity, and co-authored/co-edited six
books. He is a fellow of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science; 1990 recipient of the
Excellence in Research Award from the Rural Sociological Society; the 1992-1993 President of the
Agriculture, Food and Human Values Society; and
1999 president of the Rural Sociological Society.

Mr. M. Peter McPherson
Mr. Peter McPherson brings to GCHERA the
insights of an enlightened public servant and an
educator who is also distinguished for his work in the
legal and banking professions. He is president of
Michigan State University (MSU), East Lansing,
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Michigan. Throughout his career he has sustained a
steadfast interest and constructive involvement in
matters international.
As a public servant, Mr. McPherson has held several
major governmental posts in Washington, D.C. After
processing legal work with the Internal Revenue
Service for six years he, in 1975, was named special
assistant to President Ford. Two years later he became
head of the Washington, D.C. office of a large law
firm. Then in 1981, Mr. McPherson was appointed
administrator of the U.S. Agency for International
Development (USAID) and chairman of the board for
the U.S. governmental agency that provides political
risk insurance coverage for U.S. investors in developing countries (OPIC). He administered a budget of $6
to $7 billion a year with missions in some 70 countries
during the six years that he headed USAID.
Mr. McPherson returned to the private sector as
group executive vice president of the Bank of America
after serving two years, 1987-89, as deputy secretary
of the U.S. Treasury Department. As vice president of
the Bank of America, his responsibilities included
work with developing countries including the restructuring of troubled debts.
It was from his Bank of America post that in 1993
Mr. McPherson returned to his home state and his
alma mater Michigan State University, where he
continues his dedication to worldwide agriculture and
economic development.
Founded in 1855, Michigan State University has a
rich history of providing educational opportunities to
students of diverse interests, abilities, and backgrounds. More than 34,000 undergraduate and 7,750
graduate students currently pursue degrees at this
accessible land-grant institution. Michigan State
University’s undergraduate degree-granting colleges
include: agriculture and natural resources, arts and
letters, business, communication arts and sciences,
education, engineering, human ecology, natural
science, nursing, social sciences, and veterinary
medicine.

Dr. Dmytro O. Melnychuk
Dr. Dmytro O. Melnychuk is rector and professor at
the National Agriculture University (NAUU) in Kiev,
Ukraine. Dr. Melnychuk is an academician of the
National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine and Ukrainian Academy of Agricultural Sciences. He holds a
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doctorate of biological science, and is a laureate of the
State Prize in Science and Technology. He is an
internationally prominent scientist in the field of
biochemistry where he researches the molecular
mechanisms of metabolism regulation in human and
animal organisms. He is the president of the Ukrainian
Biochemistry Society and president of the Ukrainian
Agricultural Universities’ (Academies, Institutes)
Council of Rectors. He received the honorary title of
“World Professor” from Iowa State University in
1996. He is a member of the Founding and Organizing
Committees of the Global Consortium of Higher
Education and Research for Agriculture (GCHERA)
and is president-elect of the organization. He will
serve as GCHERA’s president for the term 2001-2003.
National Agriculture University is the premier
agricultural university in Ukraine, training more than
18,000 students in agrobiology, agroecology,
agribusiness, mechanization, forestry and fishery,
agroengineering, veterinary medicine, land management, and plant protection. The institution contains six
regional colleges and technical schools, two research
stations, and two training/research farms where it
teaches agriculture, forestry, and veterinary medicine.
The University carries out broad-scale international
relationships with partner universities and companies,
conducts scientific research work, and develops
experts for the agricultural sector.

Dr. Maris O’Rourke
Dr. Maris O’Rourke, now a private consultant based
in her native New Zealand, was from 1995 to 2000
director of education for the World Bank. Prior to that
she was the first secretary of education and chief
executive of New Zealand Ministry of Education with
the responsibility of managing a budget of $4.3
billion. She is one of the architects and prime
implementers of New Zealand’s successful program of
education reforms.
In her World Bank post, Dr. O’Rourke headed the
group of 300 plus professionals who are members of
the Human Development Network. The Bank’s
Education Sector Strategy was produced under her
leadership, and many new external partnerships were
set up with key agencies such as UNICEF, UNESCO,
OECD, UNDP, USAID, and NGO groups.
Dr. O’Rourke began her working life as an apprentice engineer and worked for a number of years with
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engineering companies in a range of different countries.
After beginning a family she attended the University of
Auckland part-time. There, while also continuing to
work outside of her home, she gained her undergraduate
and post-graduate degrees, professional qualifications as
a teacher, and became a registered psychologist. Her
academic, research, and published work is focused on
developmental psychology, behavioral analysis, teaching, and learning.
In recognition of her work Dr. O’Rourke has been
awarded the New Zealand Commemoration Medal
(1990), New Zealand Women’s Suffrage Medal (1993)
and was named a fellow of the New Zealand Institute of
Management (1994). She has well-developed international networks and demonstrated ability to coordinate
projects, disseminate information, and bring diverse
groups to a consensus.

Dr. Paul M.H. Sun
Dr. Paul Ming-Hsien Sun is chairman of the board
of the Taiwan Grains and Feeds Development Foundation (GFDF) and vice chair of the board of the Asian
Vegetable Research and Development Center (AVRDC).
He is a member of the board of the Central Bank,
advisor to the Council of Agriculture, and managing
director of the Rural Development Foundation.
Dr. Sun rose to national prominence as chief of the
Plant Industry Division of the Chinese-American Joint
Commission on Rural Reconstruction (JCRR). In this
post, he was responsible for research and development
related to crop improvement and agricultural technology
throughout Taiwan. In 1988 he became commissioner of
the Taiwan Provincial Department of Agriculture and
Forestry. From 1996 until 2000, he was the national
policy advisor to the president of Taiwan.
For many years, Dr. Sun, whose Ph.D. degree is in
plant pathology, maintained a professorship at the
National Chung Hsing University. During this tenure as
deputy director general of AVRDC, he initiated cropping systems research that subsequently resulted in the
formation of a research network throughout Taiwan.
Through his academic training, research leadership,
and broad involvement in the formulation of national
policies, Dr. Sun has made major contributions to the
modernization of Taiwan’s agriculture. He has also
served the global community, especially through his
years of leadership in the international agricultural
research center, AVRDC.
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Dr. Sun conducted his undergraduate studies at the
National Taiwan University and obtained his graduate
degrees at the University of Minnesota and Purdue
University.

Dr. Robert L. Thompson
Dr. Robert L. Thompson, educator, developer, and
public servant, has lectured, consulted or conducted
research in more than 80 countries worldwide. He
came to his current position of director of rural
development of the World Bank from his academic
background as an agricultural economist. In the course
of his undergraduate work at Cornell University and
graduate studies at Purdue University, Dr. Thompson
completed long-term assignments in Denmark, Laos,
and Brazil.
For a decade as a Purdue University faculty member, Professor Thompson focused on agricultural trade,
public policy, and development. He moved to Washington, D.C. in 1983 to become senior staff economist
on the President’s Council of Economic Advisors. Two
years later, Dr. Thompson was named assistant
secretary of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. In
1987 he moved back to Purdue University where for
six years he was dean of the School of Agriculture.
Then from 1993 to 1998, Thompson was president and
chief executive officer of Winrock International
Institution for Agricultural Development. Winrock
carries out projects in some 40 countries; these
projects are designed to help reduce poverty and
hunger by increasing agricultural productivity and
rural employment while protecting the quality of the
environment.
Dr. Thompson is a fellow of the American Agricultural Economics Association and the American
Association for the Advancement of Science and a
foreign member of the Royal Swedish Academy of
Agriculture and Forestry and of the Ukrainian Academy of Agriculture Sciences. He was raised on a dairy
farm in northern New York and is married to the
former Karen Hansen of the Danish island of
Bornholm.
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Dr. Elaine R. Wedral
Dr. Elaine Wedral is president of Nestlé Research
and Development Center, Inc., the North American
research arm of Nestlé S.A., the world’s largest food
company. She heads a scientific team that develops
new technologies and products for retail and specialty
markets worldwide. Under her leadership, the research
and development programs of Libby, Beech-Nut,
Carnation, and Nestlé were consolidated into one
coordinated function for Nestlé in North America.
Dr. Wedral began her professional career as a
chemist at Campbell Soup Company and has since
held positions as head of Product Safety and Nutrition
Service; vice president Technical Services, Libby,
McNeil and Libby; vice president, R&D Westreco,
Inc.; and senior vice president, Carnation/Nestlé R&D.
Dr. Wedral holds over 26 patents in food science and
chemistry. She has served on the advisory boards of
the National Academy of Science Research Council
for Math and Science Education and of Cornell,
Rutgers, and Teikyo Post Universities. Under her
leadership and in conjunction with her international
colleagues, an array of nutritional and clinical products has been developed. These include Carnation
infant formulas, nutrition supplements, and specialty
products for pediatric and geriatric patients. Her vision
led Nestlé to become a major corporate sponsor of the
National Eldercare Institute on Nutrition.
Dr. Wedral received both her B.S. and her honorary
doctorate of agriculture degrees from Purdue University and her Ph.D. in Food Chemistry and Microbiology from Cornell University. She was honored as
“Woman of the Year” by the prestigious organization
Women in Food, Flavor, and Fragrances in Commerce
(1991), and has been awarded distinguished recognition and honorary degrees from several universities.
Nestlé S.A., an internationally recognized food
company with some 500 production facilities in 70
countries, is headquartered in Vevey, Switzerland.

The World Bank Group is the world’s largest
provider of development assistance with wide-ranging
programs that help support research, education, and
the strengthening of institutions serving rural people.
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